Role of Methionine Adenosyltransferase 2A and S-adenosylmethionine in Mitogen-Induced Growth of Human Colon Cancer Cells
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**Background & Aims:** Two genes (MAT1A and MAT2A) encode for methionine adenosyltransferase, an essential enzyme responsible for S-adenosylmethionine (SAMe) biosynthesis. MAT1A is expressed in liver, whereas MAT2A is widely distributed. In liver, increased MAT2A expression is associated with growth, while SAMe inhibits MAT2A expression and growth. The role of MAT2A in colon cancer is unknown. The aim of this study was to examine whether MAT2A expression and SAMe and its metabolite methylthioadenosine (MTA) can modulate growth of colon cancer cells. **Methods:** Studies were conducted using resected colon cancer specimens, polyps from Min mice, and human colon cancer cell lines RKO and HT-29. MAT2A expression was measured by real-time polymerase chain reaction and cell growth by the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide assay. **Results:** In 12 of 13 patients and all 9 polyps from Min mice, the MAT2A messenger RNA levels were 200%–340% of levels in adjacent normal tissues, respectively. Epidermal growth factor, insulin-like growth factor 1, and leptin increased growth and up-regulated MAT2A expression and MAT2A promoter activity in RKO and HT-29 cells. SAMe and MTA lowered the baseline promoter activity of MAT2A and blocked the growth factor–mediated increase in MAT2A expression and growth in colon cancer cell lines. Importantly, the mitogenic effect of the growth factors was inhibited if MAT2A induction was prevented by RNA interference. SAMe and MTA supplementation in drinking water increased intestinal SAMe levels and lowered MAT2A expression. **Conclusions:** Similar to the liver, up-regulation of MAT2A also provides a growth advantage and SAMe and MTA can block mitogenic signaling in colon cancer cells.

Methionine adenosyltransferase (MAT) is an essential cellular enzyme that catalyzes the formation of S-adenosylmethionine (SAMe), the principal biological methyl donor and the ultimate source of the propylamine moiety used in polyamine biosynthesis. In mammals, 2 different genes, MAT1A and MAT2A, encode for 2 homologous MAT catalytic subunits, α1 (forms either a dimer MAT III or tetramer MAT I) and α2 (forms MAT II), while a third gene, MAT2B, encodes for a regulatory subunit β that regulates MAT II. MAT1A is expressed mostly in liver and is a marker for normal differentiated liver. MAT2A is widely distributed. MAT2A also predominates in the fetal liver and is progressively replaced by MAT1A during liver development. In hepatocytes, increased MAT2A and MAT2B expression is associated with increased growth and malignant degeneration. Even though the MAT isoenzymes catalyze the same reaction, they are regulated differently by the product SAMe. In liver cells, SAMe maintains MAT1A expression and suppresses MAT2A expression. In addition, SAMe and its metabolite methylthioadenosine (MTA) can inhibit liver cell growth and induce apoptosis in liver cancer cells while protecting normal hepatocytes against apoptosis. Outside of the liver, the only cell type studied is the lymphocyte, where MAT2A expression and SAMe levels have been shown to increase during T-lymphocyte activation. The increase in SAMe levels was believed to be necessary to support polyamine synthesis during rapid growth. The influence of MAT2A and SAMe levels on cell growth in other cell types has not been studied.

One small study examined MAT protein expression and activity in colorectal carcinoma and normal colon. The ratio of MAT activity in tumor tissue versus normal
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tissue correlated well with the stage of the colorectal tumor. The higher activity correlated with higher immunohistochemical staining for MAT II. However, the mechanism of MAT II up-regulation in colon cancer was not investigated, and whether this may play a role in colon cancer pathogenesis is also unknown.

Epidermal growth factor (EGF), insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and leptin are 3 well-known growth factors that have been implicated in colon cancer growth and invasion. Higher levels of both IGF-1 and IGF-1 receptor (IGF-1R) have been shown in colon cancer, and IGF-1R signaling plays an important role in tumor growth, angiogenesis, and metastasis. Increased EGF receptor signaling has also been shown to provide growth advantage and correlate with colon cancer progression and metastatic potential. Likewise, elevated leptin levels were found to be a risk factor for colon cancer in men, and leptin has been shown to promote invasiveness of colon cancer cells. Leptin levels correlate with body mass index, and obesity is a well-recognized risk factor for colon cancer.

The aims of the current study were to examine (1) expression of MAT2A in resected colon cancer specimens, (2) the effects of mitogens on expression of MAT2A genes and growth in colon cancer cell lines RKO and HT-29, and (3) the influence of SAMe and MTA on MAT2A expression and effects of mitogens. We found that similar to the liver, MAT2A expression is important for cell growth and is required for the mitogens to induce growth in colon cancer cells. Furthermore, SAMe and MTA also lower MAT2A expression and modulate the growth response of colon cancer cells to mitogens. These findings may have important implications in the pathogenesis and treatment of colon cancer.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Cell culture media, fetal bovine serum, and primers were obtained from Gibco BRL Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY). The Luciferase Assay System was obtained from Promega (Madison, WI). All restriction endonucleases were obtained from either Promega or Gibco. RNA interference (RNAi) against MAT2A was obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). SAMe in the form of disulfate p-toluenesulfonate spray dried powder (97.18% purity) was generously provided by Gnosis SRL (Cairate, Italy). MTA was purchased from Sigma (St Louis, MO). All other reagents were of analytical grade and were obtained from commercial sources.

Source of Normal and Cancerous Colon Tissue

We had available to us colon cancer and paired normal colon specimens from 13 patients, which were from a repository based on availability of both normal and cancerous colon specimens from the same patient. Each patient signed an informed consent for analysis of resected tissue for molecular markers. These tissues were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for subsequent analysis of messenger RNA (mRNA), Western blot, and SAMe levels as described in the following text.

The study protocol conformed to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki as reflected in a priori approval by the Keck School of Medicine University of Southern California's human research review committee.

Experiments in Mice

Nine adenomatous polyps were obtained from three 3-month-old male Min mice (4 from different parts of the small intestine from one mouse and 5 from different parts of the colon from 2 other mice). Normal intestinal tissues adjacent to the polyps were included for comparison. These tissues were immediately snap frozen for subsequent analysis of mRNA and SAMe levels as described in the following text.

Three-month-old male C57/B6 mice were fed ad libitum a standard diet (Harland Teklad irradiated mouse diet 7912; Madison, WI), were caged individually, and had free access to water supplemented with SAMe (75 or 150 mg · kg$^{-1}$ · day$^{-1}$), MTA (75 mg · kg$^{-1}$ · day$^{-1}$), phosphate-buffered saline (vehicle for SAMe), or dimethyl sulfoxide (0.2% vehicle for MTA) for 6 days. SAMe and MTA were made fresh daily. The amount of water intake, body weight, and animal behavior were closely monitored. After 6 days, animals were killed, intestine was cut open along the longitudinal axis, and mucosa was stripped from the intestine as we described. Mucosa was weighed and a portion processed for SAMe measurement as described in the following text, and the rest was snap frozen for subsequent RNA extraction.

Animals were treated humanely, and all procedures were in compliance with our institutions’ guidelines for the use of laboratory animals.

Cell Culture and Treatment With Growth Factors SAMe and MTA

HT-29 and RKO cells were obtained from the Cell Culture Core of the University of Southern California Liver Disease Research Center and grown according to instructions provided by the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). Before treatment with growth factors SAMe or MTA, medium was changed to 0.1% fetal bovine serum overnight. Medium was then changed to withhold serum and cells were treated with leptin, IGF-1, or EGF (all at 100 ng/mL), SAMe (0.5–5 mmol/L), MTA (0.5–1 mmol/L), or respective vehicle controls for 1–24 hours for various assays as described in the following text. These growth factors were shown to exert mitogenic effects in colon cancer cell lines at the dose chosen.

RNAi

RNAi experiments were performed using Lipofectamine RNAiMax (Invitrogen) according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Small interfering RNA (siRNA) oligonucleotides for MAT2A and scrambled siRNA were synthesized by the University of Southern California Norris Comprehensive Cancer Center Microchemical Core Laboratory and annealed to form duplexes. Stealth RNAi for MAT2A and stealth RNAi negative control duplexes were synthesized by Invitrogen. The following siRNA sequences were used: si-MAT2A #1, 5′-ACACAUGGAUUGAU- GAUTT-3′ (sense) and 5′-AUCAUCAUCAUCCAUUGU- GUTT-3′ (antisense); si-control with scrambled sequence (negative control siRNA having no perfect matches to known human genes), 5′-UUCUCGAAGCGUCAUC- dTdT-3′ (sense) and 5′-UGUGACAGCGUUGGAGAd- TdT-3′ (antisense); stealth RNAi-MAT2A #5, 5′-CCACCUCGCAGCCAGUGGCAGAUUU-T3′ (sense) and 5′-AAUUCUGCCACUUGGCUAGGU-G3′ (antisense). Transfection was allowed to proceed 72 hours before collection for different assays.

**RNA Isolation and Gene Expression Analysis**

Total RNA was isolated by the EZgeno Total RNA Isolation Kit (Genemega, San Diego, CA) and subjected to reverse transcription by using Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). A total of 2 μL of reverse transcription product was subjected to quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis. The primers and TaqMan probes for MAT2A, MAT2B, and Universal PCR Master Mix were purchased from ABI (Foster City, CA). Hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl-transferase 1 and ubiquitin C were used as housekeeping genes as described.21 The thermal profile consisted of 1 cycle at 95°C for 15 minutes followed by 40 cycles at 95°C for 15 seconds and at 60°C for 1 minute. The expression of MAT2A and MAT2B was checked by normalizing the Ct of MAT2A and MAT2B to that of the control housekeeping gene (hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl-transferase 1 or ubiquitin C).21 The ΔCt obtained was used to find the relative expression of MAT genes according to the following formula: Relative Expression = 2^ΔΔCt, where ΔΔCt represents ΔCt of MAT genes in colon cancer or treated cells minus ΔCt of MAT genes in normal colon or control cells.

**Human MAT2A and Glutathione Synthetase Promoter Constructs**

The human MAT2A promoter construct –571/+60-LUC and glutathione synthetase (GSS) promoter construct –1686/+46-LUC were previously described7,22,23 and subcloned in the sense orientation upstream of the luciferase coding sequence of the pGL3 enhancer vector (Promega). Both promoter constructs contain maximal promoter activity.

**Effect of Mitogens on MAT2A Promoter Activity in HT-29 Cells**

To study the effect of mitogens on human MAT2A promoter activity in HT-29 cells, HT-29 cells (5 × 10^5 cells in 2 mL serum-free medium) were transiently transfected with 2 μg MAT2A promoter firefly luciferase gene construct or promoterless pGL3-enhancer vector (as negative control) using the Superfect Transfection Reagent (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) as we described.22 to control for transfection efficiency, cells were cotransfected with the Renilla phRL-TK vector (Promega). Cells were treated with mitogens (100 ng/mL), SAMe (5 mmol/L), MTA (1 mmol/L), or vehicle control during the last 3 (IGF-1 and EGF) to 6 hours (leptin, SAMe, and MTA) of the transfection (18 hours total). The luciferase activity driven by the MAT2A promoter construct was normalized to Renilla luciferase activity. Each experiment was performed with triplicate samples.

Specificity of SAMe and MTA on promoter activity was examined by transfecting HT-29 cells with the GSS promoter construct and treating cells with SAMe or MTA as previously described.

**Measurement of Cell Growth**

Cell growth was measured by the cell growth determination kit 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) from Sigma. The MTT assay measures the cell proliferation rate and reduction in cell viability. HT-29 or RKO cells (1 × 10^4/well) were plated in 96-well plates and treated with growth factors (all 100 ng/mL) SAMe (0.5–5 mmol/L) and MTA (0.5–1 mmol/L), alone or in combination for 16 hours in serum-free medium. To determine the effect of MAT2A RNAi on mitogen-induced changes in MTT, cells were first treated with RNAi for 48 hours, followed by mitogen treatment for another 24 hours.

**Measurement of Apoptosis**

Apoptosis was assessed by Hoechst staining as we described.22 Briefly, RKO cells were grown on coverslips and treated with RNAi#1 for 24 hours, and cells were fixed with paraformaldehyde and stained with 8 μg/mL Hoechst 33258 dye for 30 minutes. Cells with bright, fragmented, condensed nuclei were identified as apoptotic cells using the Nikon Eclipse TE300 fluorescent microscope (Melville, NY). At least 5 random fields (at 300×) were counted.

**SAMe, MTA, and Polyamine Levels**

Cellular SAMe and MTA levels were measured as we described.24 Polyamine levels were determined according to the method described.25

**Western Blot Analysis**

Western blot analysis for MAT II in colon cancer and HT-29 cells treated with IGF-1 (100 ng/mL) for 8 hours was performed as we described using anti-MAT II antibodies (GenWay Biotech, Inc, San Diego, CA).
Statistical Analysis

Data are given as mean ± SEM. Statistical analysis was performed using Student t test for comparison of paired samples and analysis of variance followed by Fisher test for multiple comparisons. Significance was defined by P < .05.

Results

MAT2A Expression Is Induced in Human Colon Cancer

We first examined MAT expression in colon cancer and adjacent normal tissue control by real-time PCR. We had available to us colon cancer and paired normal colon specimens from 13 patients, which were randomly selected from a repository based on availability of both normal and cancerous colon specimens from the same patient. Table 1 summarizes the clinical and molecular data. Note that MAT2A is induced in 12 of 13 colon cancer specimens. By comparison, the gene that encodes the regulatory subunit MAT2 is not significantly changed as compared with normal colon. MAT1A is not expressed in normal or cancerous colon. Increased MAT II (a2 and a2’) level was confirmed using Western blot analysis (Figure 1). The smaller a2’ subunit is believed to be derived from a2 by posttranslational modification.26 Consistent with this, SAMe levels were higher in all colon cancer specimens (normal colon, 0.26 ± 0.03 nmol/mg protein; colon cancer, 0.73 ± 0.11 nmol/mg protein; results are mean ± SE from 6 specimens each; P < .01 by paired Student t test). Tissue MTA level was below detection limit.

MAT2A Expression Is Also Induced in Polyps of Min Mice

We also compared MAT2A mRNA levels in 9 adenomatous polyps with adjacent normal tissues from 3 Min mice, and all of the polyps had higher MAT2A mRNA levels (338% ± 93%; range, 132%-909%; expressed as percentage of matched normal tissue mRNA level; P < .05).

Leptin, IGF-1, and EGF Induce MAT2A But Not MAT2B Expression in RKO and HT-29 Cells

We next determined the effect of leptin on these 2 MAT genes in RKO and HT-29 cells and found that leptin treatment resulted in a time-dependent increase in MAT2A but not MAT2B mRNA levels, with near doubling of the MAT2A mRNA levels 5 hours after leptin treatment in both cell types (Figure 2A and C). IGF-1 and EGF treatment of both cell types also doubled the MAT2A mRNA levels (Figure 2B and 3B). Similar to leptin, these growth factors also did not affect MAT2B mRNA level in the 2 colon cancer cell lines (not shown). IGF-1 treatment also increased MAT II level in HT-29 cells (Figure 1).

Table 1. MAT Expression in Normal Colon and Colon Cancer Specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient no.</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (y)</th>
<th>Cancer site</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Histology</th>
<th>MAT2Aa</th>
<th>MAT2Bb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Rectosigmoid</td>
<td>T3N1M0</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>TXN2M0</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Rectosigmoid</td>
<td>T3N1M0</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>T3N1M1</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>T3N2M1</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Left colon</td>
<td>T3N2M1</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Right colon</td>
<td>T2N2M1</td>
<td>Well differentiated</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Right colon</td>
<td>T3N1M1</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>T3N2M0</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Right colon</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>T3N2M0</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>TXN1M1</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Right colon</td>
<td>T4N1M1</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentage relative expression, tumor/normal colon. MAT expression determined by real-time PCR.
SAMe and MTA Lower Baseline MAT2A Expression and Prevent Mitogen-Mediated Induction of MAT2A Expression

We have previously shown that SAMe treatment lowers MAT2A expression in hepatocytes. Similar to hepatocytes, SAMe also lowers basal MAT2A expression in HT-29 cells in a time-dependent fashion. With 6-hour treatment, SAMe lowers MAT2A expression in a dose-dependent manner (0.5 mmol/L SAMe, 81% baseline, 1 mmol/L SAMe, 65% baseline, 2 mmol/L SAMe, 55% baseline, 5 mmol/L SAMe, 38% of baseline). MTA, an important metabolite of SAMe, also lowers basal MAT2A expression to comparable levels even at a lower dose (Figure 3A). Next we determined whether SAMe or MTA can modulate the effect of mitogens on MAT2A expression. Figure 3B shows that both agents are able to prevent (leptin and EGF) or significantly blunt (IGF-1) the mitogen-induced MAT2A expression. MTA is more efficient than SAMe in blocking the effect of mitogen effect on MAT2A expression at one fifth the dose.

Effects of Mitogens SAMe and MTA on the Human MAT2A Promoter in HT-29 Cells

To see whether the effect of the mitogens SAMe and MTA on MAT2A lies at the transcriptional level, we examined their effects on the activity of the human MAT2A promoter. Figure 4 shows that these mitogens more than double the human MAT2A promoter activity and both SAMe and MTA lower the promoter activity to comparable levels as their effects on the endogenous MAT2A expression. Importantly, SAMe and MTA treatment had no influence on the human GSS promoter activity (not shown).
SAMe and MTA Can Block the Mitogenic Effect of Leptin, EGF, and IGF-1 in Colon Cancer Cells

We next examined whether SAMe and MTA can modulate the mitogenic effects of these growth factors. All 3 growth factors increased growth of HT-29 cells (similar effects were seen with RKO cells; results not shown). Interestingly, while SAMe (0.5–5 mmol/L) and MTA (0.5–1 mmol/L) by themselves had no effect on growth after 16 hours of treatment, they blocked the mitogenic action of all 3 growth factors (Figure 5). High-dose SAMe (5 mmol/L) treatment for longer duration (24 hours) inhibited growth (71% of control).

MAT2A Expression Is Closely Correlated With Growth and Cell Death

In hepatocytes, MAT2A expression correlates with growth.1,4,5 To see if the increase in MAT2A expression induced by mitogens can be responsible for the increase in growth in colon cancer cells, we lowered the MAT2A expression using RNAi. Several RNAi constructs were examined. The most efficient RNAi (RNAi#1) lowered MAT2A expression to 9% of scrambled control by 48 hours (Figure 6A). Even by 24 hours, where the expression was down to 25% of scrambled control, a significant increase in apoptosis was detected (Figure 6B) and became more pronounced at 48 hours (Figure 6C). Because RNAi#1 caused cell death, we chose a different RNAi construct that would only lower the MAT2A expression by 50% at 72 hours (RNAi#5). No apoptosis was detected with this construct after 24 hours (data not shown). We used this construct to blunt the ability of the mitogens to induce MAT2A expression. Figure 7A shows that RNAi#5 lowered MAT2A mRNA level to 50% of control and mitogens were able to increase MAT2A mRNA levels in the presence of RNAi#5 but only back to untreated or scrambled RNAi levels. Figure 7B shows the effect of RNAi#5 on growth. RNAi#5 lowered the MTT value by about 30% and blocked the ability of leptin, IGF-1, and EGF to fully exert their mitogenic effect. All 3 growth factors were able to increase the MTT value in RNAi#5-treated cells back to baseline.

Effect of Mitogens SAMe and MTA on Cellular SAMe, MTA, and Polyamine Levels

To test the hypothesis that the mitogen-induced increase in MAT2A is to provide increased SAMe necessary for polyamine synthesis in growing cells, SAMe and polyamine levels were measured following treatment of HT-29 cells with mitogens. Table 2 shows that all mitogens increased intracellular SAMe levels by 16 hours of treatment. However, SAMe and MTA also increased SAMe levels. MTA can increase the SAMe level because it is converted back to SAMe via the methionine salvage pathway.27 Intracellular MTA levels increased dramatically after SAMe treatment (18-fold with 5 mmol/L SAMe for 16 hours). In fact, SAMe treatment increased intracellular MTA levels by much higher magnitudes than SAMe levels itself, especially
at high SAMe concentration. This can be explained by the fact that SAMe is highly unstable and can be converted to MTA spontaneously and also via the polyamine pathway. Indeed, we determined the half-life of SAMe (between 1 and 5 mmol/L) in culture medium without cells at 37°C, and it is 12 hours (Figure 8). On the other hand, the rate of conversion from SAMe to MTA is 0.013 mmol/L per hour per mmol/L SAMe under the same condition (Figure 8, rate determined using linear regression). In contrast, MTA is highly stable (Figure 8). SAMe is much more stable in water at room temperature, with a half-life of 36 hours (data not shown).

Table 3 shows the effect of these treatments on the levels of polyamines. Treatment with mitogens for 6 hours increased putrescine levels significantly (Table 3). However, SAMe- and MTA-treated groups had lower putrescine levels, and the MTA-treated group also had lower spermidine and spermine levels.

**Table 2.** SAMe and MTA Levels in HT-29 Cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>SAMe</th>
<th>MTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration: 6 hours</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.050 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.054 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF-1</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.054 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leptin</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.058 ± 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMe 2 mmol/L</td>
<td>1.44 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.192 ± 0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMe 5 mmol/L</td>
<td>2.19 ± 0.21</td>
<td>0.354 ± 0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTA 1 mmol/L</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.652 ± 0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration: 16 hours</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.049 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.061 ± 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF-1</td>
<td>1.03 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.087 ± 0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leptin</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.064 ± 0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMe 2 mmol/L</td>
<td>1.28 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.261 ± 0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMe 5 mmol/L</td>
<td>1.83 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.934 ± 0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTA 1 mmol/L</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.689 ± 0.108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE.** The unit for all metabolites is nmol/mg protein. Results represent mean ± SEM from 3–4 experiments. 

*P < .05, **P < .005 vs respective controls.
Effects of Oral SAMe and MTA Supplementation on Intestinal SAMe Levels and MAT2A Expression

We tested the effect of SAMe (75 or 150 mg · kg\(^{-1}\) · day\(^{-1}\)) and MTA (75 mg · kg\(^{-1}\) · day\(^{-1}\)) supplementation in water for 6 days on the intestinal MAT gene expression and SAMe/MTA levels in wild-type mice. The dose of SAMe was chosen based on the fact that 200 mg · kg\(^{-1}\) · day\(^{-1}\) is the dosage shown to prevent formation of hepatocellular carcinoma in rats,\(^{28}\) and the adult human therapeutic dose is 1.2–3.6 g/day taken orally.\(^{29}\) SAMe and MTA were well tolerated, and animals drank comparable amounts of water and gained similar amounts of weight as controls. We examined changes in proximal small intestine and colon because we reasoned these regions should receive the highest and lowest amounts of SAMe and MTA, respectively. Table 4 shows that intestinal levels of SAMe increased in a dose-dependent fashion by SAMe supplementation, especially in proximal small intestine (800% of control). Even colonic mucosa had a nearly 200% increase in SAMe level. Intestinal MTA levels were below the detection limit. Importantly, both high-dose SAMe and MTA decreased MAT2A expression in proximal small intestine by 20% after only 6 days.

Discussion

MAT is a critical cellular enzyme because it catalyzes the only reaction that generates SAMe, the biological methyl donor and precursor for polyamines. In polyamine synthesis, SAMe is decarboxylated to form S-adenosylmethionineamine. The propylamine moiety of S-adenosylmethionineamine is then donated to putrescine to form spermidine and a first molecule of MTA. Spermidine is then converted into spermine by the addition of one more propylamine group from S-adenosylmethionineamine, which generates a second molecule of MTA.\(^{1}\) In mammalian liver, MAT1A is a marker for the differentiated or mature liver phenotype, while MAT2A is a marker for rapid growth and dedifferentiation.\(^{1}\) Recently, MAT2\(B\) has also been shown to be induced in human liver cancer and to provide a growth advantage.\(^{30}\) While much is known about the role of dysregulation of MAT genes in liver disease and cancer, very little is known about regulation of these MAT genes outside of the liver, and virtually nothing is known about the regulation or dysregulation of these genes in colon cancer. Although MAT is responsible for generation of SAMe, which may enhance growth through the polyamine pathway, SAMe

**Figure 8.** Stability of SAMe and MTA in culture medium at 37°C. (A) SAMe and (B) MTA levels were measured as described in Materials and Methods in culture medium without cells with starting SAMe concentrations ranging from 1 to 5 mmol/L and MTA concentration at 1 mmol/L.

**Table 3.** Effect of Mitogens SAMe and MTA on Polyamine Levels in HT-29 Cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Putrescine</th>
<th>Spermidine</th>
<th>Spermine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.02</td>
<td>2.59 ± 0.17</td>
<td>12.15 ± 1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.01(^a)</td>
<td>2.19 ± 0.23</td>
<td>12.55 ± 2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF-1</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.02(^a)</td>
<td>2.82 ± 0.09</td>
<td>12.55 ± 2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leptin</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.02(^a)</td>
<td>2.62 ± 0.02</td>
<td>14.62 ± 2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMe 2 mmol/L</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.01(^a)</td>
<td>2.37 ± 0.02</td>
<td>12.39 ± 2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMe 5 mmol/L</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.01(^a)</td>
<td>1.90 ± 0.18</td>
<td>13.21 ± 2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTA 1 mmol/L</td>
<td>Not detectable</td>
<td>1.30 ± 0.04(^a)</td>
<td>6.73 ± 0.95(^a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE.** The unit for all metabolites is nmol/mg protein. Results represent mean ± SEM from 3–4 experiments.

\(^a\)P < .05 vs respective controls.
treatment of normal and malignant hepatocytes actually inhibits growth.5,31 Whether SAMe or its metabolite MTA can influence growth in colon cancer cells has not been examined.

Although no study has examined the role of SAMe in the pathogenesis of colon cancer, by comparison, there is an abundant literature on the role of folate on colon cancer risk. It is well recognized that folic acid deficiency correlates with increased risk of colorectal cancer.32 One of the consequences of folic acid deficiency is SAMe deficiency because folic acid is involved in the remethylation of homocysteine to methionine, the precursor of SAMe.1 However, folic acid supplementation can either prevent or exacerbate intestinal tumorigenesis, depending on the timing of supplementation.32 This may be related to the fact that folic acid is also a precursor for nucleotides. This also makes the supplementation of folic acid in colon cancer complicated. Interestingly, low methionine intake in the diet, which would be expected to lower SAMe levels, is also a recognized risk factor for colon cancer.53 SAMe is now widely available in the United States as a nutritional supplement and is largely free of side effects.1 The goals of the present study were to examine whether the expression of MAT genes is altered in colon cancer, whether mitogens implicated in the pathogenesis of colon cancer can influence MAT gene expression, and whether SAMe can modulate this response.

MAT2A mRNA levels were higher in 12 of 13 colon cancer specimens. This resulted in higher MAT II protein levels. In contrast to liver cancer, where MAT2B is also induced, it is mostly unchanged in colon cancer. To see if this pathway is important in the early state of intestinal neoplasia, we examined adenomatous polyps from Min mice, which are heterozygous for the multiple intestinal neoplasia (Min) mutation of the APC gene.18,34 The Min mouse is generally agreed to be a useful model for the study of early stages of intestinal cancer because the APC gene is usually inactivated early in the carcinogenic process in humans, both in sporadic colorectal cancer and in familial polyposis.34 Indeed, MAT2A mRNA levels are higher in all polyps.

We next examined the effect of 3 well-known growth factors on the expression of MAT genes in 2 different colon cancer cell lines to make sure the response is not unique to a particular cell line. Each of these growth factors has been implicated in the pathogenesis of colon cancer. All have been shown to be mitogenic in colon cancer cell lines.12,15,17 Higher levels of the growth factor and/or its receptor have also been found in colon cancer.12–17 We found that all 3 growth factors induced MAT2A gene expression but had little influence on MAT2B in both colon cancer cell lines. SAMe and its metabolite MTA lowered MAT2A expression and largely prevented the induction of MAT2A by these growth factors. We extended the investigation to MTA because MTA is a product of SAMe metabolism in the polyamine pathway as well as nonenzymatic hydrolysis.27 We have shown that the effect of SAMe on cell growth and gene expression can be mimicked by MTA.8,9,35,36 In contrast to SAMe, MTA inhibits methylation and polyamine synthesis.27,37 Thus, additional insights can be gained by comparing the effect of these 2 agents. The fact that MTA is more potent than SAMe for many of the effects of SAMe suggests that many of the actions of SAMe may in fact be mediated via MTA.

We have characterized transcriptional regulation of human MAT2A in human liver cancer cells and found 4 functional cis-acting elements and their corresponding transcription factors to contribute to the up-regulation of MAT2A in human liver cancer.22,38 In colon cancer cells, all 3 growth factors induced the MAT2A promoter activity to levels comparable to their effects on endogenous MAT2A expression. Both SAMe and MTA lowered the MAT2A promoter activity, also to levels comparable to their effects on the endogenous gene expression. These results support the notion that the effect lies at the transcriptional level. Specificity is assured because SAMe and MTA had no effect on the human GSS promoter activity.

To address whether the increase in MAT2A is causally linked to increased growth, we took 2 approaches. One is to block mitogen-mediated MAT2A induction by SAMe and MTA. Indeed, both agents prevented the mitogenic effect of these growth factors. However, given that these agents may have other effects besides modulating MAT2A expression, we also took a more direct approach, namely modulating the level of MAT2A expression using RNAi.

Table 4. Intestinal SAMe Levels and MAT2A Expression With SAMe or MTA Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>SAMe level</th>
<th>MAT2A expression</th>
<th>Colon</th>
<th>SAMe level</th>
<th>MAT2A expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.01</td>
<td>100 ± 0</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.02</td>
<td>100 ± 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMe (75 mg · kg⁻¹ · day⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.16</td>
<td>99 ± 2</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.10[^c]</td>
<td>128 ± 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMe (150 mg · kg⁻¹ · day⁻¹)</td>
<td>2.29 ± 0.55[^b]</td>
<td>81 ± 6[^c]</td>
<td>1.21 ± 0.14[^a]</td>
<td>85 ± 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTA (75 mg · kg⁻¹ · day⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.09[^b]</td>
<td>82 ± 2[^c]</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.04[^a]</td>
<td>87 ± 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE. SAMe levels are in nmol/mg protein, and MAT2A expression is expressed as percent of control MAT2A mRNA levels. Wild-type C57/B6 mice were given SAMe or MTA in drinking water daily for 6 days. Results are mean ± SE from 4 mice per group.

[^a] < .01,[^b] < .05,[^c] < .001 vs control group.
marked lowering of MAT2A expression (using RNAi#1, which lowered MAT2A expression by 90%) actually resulted in increased apoptosis by 24 hours. This result is consistent with the fact that MAT is an essential gene required for cell survival and agrees with our previous results in liver cancer cell line HuH-7, where antisense directed against MAT2A led to cell death.5 We did not determine the mode of cell death in our earlier work, and how lower MAT2A expression results in apoptosis will be a topic of future study. To avoid the toxic effect of potent RNAi, we chose a construct that lowered MAT2A expression by only 50%. Using this strategy, the level of MAT2A expression after treatment with leptin, IGF-1, or EGF was similar to untreated controls. Importantly, the effect on growth closely paralleled that of MAT2A expression, strongly supporting the notion that increased MAT2A expression is required for the growth factors to induce their mitogenic effect.

An increase in MAT2A without a change in MAT2B should result in higher MAT II activity and SAMe level.1 Indeed, SAMe levels are higher in colon cancer specimens and polyps from Min mice. This is likely to provide the needed precursor for polyamines in growing cells. Consistently, all mitogens increased intracellular SAMe levels and polyamine levels, and this is likely to be the mechanism for increased growth. The observation that increased SAMe level via induction of MAT2A increases growth while exogenous SAMe treatment inhibits growth may seem like a paradox. However, a bell-shaped response could, in fact, be a general paradigm in biological systems: too little and too much are both bad. An alternative explanation is that at pharmacologic doses of SAMe, the effect is actually mediated by its metabolite MTA. SAMe is unstable and converts to MTA spontaneously and in the polyamine pathway. While SAMe is a methyl donor and precursor of polyamines, MTA inhibits methylation and polyamine synthesis.27 Indeed, high-dose SAMe treatment increased intracellular MAT II levels by much higher magnitudes than SAMe levels itself. Thus, while mitogens increased SAMe within physiologic levels to support polyamine synthesis and growth, pharmacologic doses of SAMe will inhibit growth most likely because it increased MTA. These findings are summarized in Figure 9.

To see if the in vitro findings using pharmacologic doses of SAMe are relevant in vivo, we treated mice with oral supplementation of pharmacologic doses of SAMe or MTA. Importantly, these agents were well tolerated under the experimental protocol and increased intestinal SAMe levels while lowering MAT2A mRNA levels. Given that these are normal mice, the effect may be even greater in the setting of Min mice, which is the subject of future investigation.

The influence of cellular SAMe level on growth is very different in colon cancer cells as compared with normal hepatocytes. In hepatocytes, due to presence of MAT1A, an increase in MAT2A actually results in lowering of SAMe level.5 This is because of the difference in the isoenzyme kinetics and the ability of SAMe to feedback inhibit MAT II but not MAT I or III.1 We and others have shown that a decrease in cellular SAMe level occurs before increased liver growth.4,28 This then releases the inhibitory effect SAMe has on growth factors such as hepatocyte growth factor and allows the liver to regenerate.31 The situation in colon cancer cells is more similar to T lymphocytes, where SAMe level increases during activation.39 While an increase in SAMe level facilitates growth of colon cancer cells, a decrease in SAMe level, which can occur with folate deficiency or low methionine intake, can result in global DNA hypomethylation.32 This can lead to increased expression of oncogenes and chromosomal instability.40 In liver, chronic SAMe deficiency results in spontaneous development of hepatocellular carcinoma.41 Thus, the influence of SAMe should be considered in different settings: deficiency, physiologic increase, and pharmacologic use.

In summary, we have shown MAT2A expression is increased in human colon cancer and in response to growth factors that have been implicated in the pathogenesis of colon cancer. The mitogenic response of the
growth factors closely parallels their ability to induce \textit{MAT2A} expression. SAMe and MTA down-regulate \textit{MAT2A} expression when used at pharmacologic doses and block the ability of the growth factors to induce \textit{MAT2A} and exert the mitogenic response. Collectively, these results support an important role for \textit{MAT2A} in the pathogenesis of colon cancer and suggest future studies examining whether SAMe and MTA may be effective as chemopreventive agents in colon neoplasia.
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